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Abstract

Weakly supervised object localization aims to find a target
object region in a given image with only weak supervision,
such as image-level labels. Most existing methods use a
class activation map (CAM) to generate a localization map;
however, a CAM identifies only the most discriminative parts
of a target object rather than the entire object region. In this
work, we find the gap between classification and localization
in terms of the misalignment of the directions between an
input feature and a class-specific weight. We demonstrate
that the misalignment suppresses the activation of CAM in
areas that are less discriminative but belong to the target
object. To bridge the gap, we propose a method to align
feature directions with a class-specific weight. The proposed
method achieves a state-of-the-art localization performance
on the CUB-200-2011 and ImageNet-1K benchmarks.

1. Introduction
Object localization aims to find the area of a target object

in a given image [5, 13, 18, 19, 23]. However, fully super-
vised approaches require accurate bounding box annotations,
which require a tremendous cost. Weakly supervised object
localization (WSOL) has been a great alternative because
it requires only image-level labels to train a localization
model [3, 4, 17, 21, 27].

The most commonly used approach for WSOL is a class
activation map (CAM) [33]. CAM-based methods employ
a global average pooling (GAP) layer [12] followed by a
fully connected (FC) layer, and generate a CAM with the
feature maps prior to the GAP layer. A highly activated area
in a CAM is predicted to be an object location. However,
it is widely observed that CAM identifies only the most
discriminative parts of an object rather than the entire object
area, resulting in low localization performance [11, 15, 30].

We ask the question, “Why does CAM generated from an
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Figure 1. (a) Examples of CAM and decomposed terms from the
classifier trained with the vanilla method [33] and with EIL [15].
(b) Visualization of the changes of CAM and decomposed terms as
training with our method progresses.

accurate classifier fail to highlight the entire object area?”
To answer this, we provide a new perspective of decompos-
ing CAM into two terms: (1) activation in a feature map
and (2) cosine similarity between the feature vector at each
spatial location and the class-specific weight in the FC layer.
Fig. 1(a) shows that only the bird’s body is highly activated
in the CAM of the vanilla model, leaving the wing less acti-
vated. However, looking at the activation in the feature map,
the wing as well as the body is highly activated. The low
similarity of the wing region offsets the activation in the
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feature map, making the region invisible in the CAM. Here,
we find that the low cosine similarity, i.e., misalignment of
feature directions to the class-specific weights, prevents the
less discriminative part belonging to a target object from
being highly activated in a CAM. This is because training
for classification only considers the feature averaged over all
locations, not the feature at each spatial location. This brings
the gap between classification and localization.

Although various approaches have been proposed to ex-
pand the activated region to the entire object area in a
CAM [4, 15, 27, 28, 30, 31], none of them discovered or
mitigated the misalignment. Fig. 1(a) shows that EIL [15],
one of those approaches, expands the activated region in the
feature map. However, it fails to increase the similarity in
the object region; hence, the expansion effect is not as large
in the CAM as in the activation of the feature map.

To bridge the gap between classification and localization,
we propose feature direction alignment, a method to enhance
the alignment of feature directions in the entire object region
to the directions of class-specific weights while discouraging
the alignment in the background region. We also introduce
consistency with attentive dropout, which ensures that the
target object region has uniformly high activation in the fea-
ture map. Fig. 1(b) shows that our method gradually aligns
the feature directions to the class-specific weight as the train-
ing progresses. The alignment results in high activation of
less discriminative regions, e.g., wing, in the CAM, enabling
accurate localization of the entire object. We evaluate our
method on the most widely used WSOL benchmark datasets:
CUB-200-2011 [25] and ImageNet-1K [19]. Our method
achieves a state-of-the-art localization performance for both
datasets.

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows:

• We interpret a CAM in terms of the degree of alignment
between the direction of input features and the direc-
tion of class-specific vectors, and find the gap between
classification and localization.

• We propose a method to bridge the gap between classi-
fication and localization by aligning feature directions
with class-specific weights.

• We demonstrate that our proposed method outperforms
other state-of-the-art WSOL methods on the CUB-200-
2011 and ImageNet-1K datasets.

2. Related Work
The WSOL method trains a model to localize objects

using image-level labels. Zhou et al. [33] introduce a CAM
to identify the location of a target object via GAP layer [12].
However, it fails to identify the entire object region.

Various methods have been proposed to activate the entire
object region in a CAM. HaS [21] trains a classifier using
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Figure 2. Examples of CAM and decomposed terms F and S from
a vanilla model. The CAMs and F are normalized as in [0, 1] for
visualization. It shows the misalignment of the feature directions
with the class-specific weights.

images that are erased with a random patch. ACoL [30]
employs two parallel classifiers to identify complementary
regions. ADL [2, 4] stochastically drops out the attentive
feature in a single forward pass. Ki et al. [8] introduced con-
trastive learning with foreground features and background
features. EIL [15] adopts an additional forward pass to clas-
sify with the feature whose highly activated regions are
erased. SPG [31] utilizes a deep feature to guide a shallow
feature and I2C [32] uses pixel-level correlations between
two different images. CutMix [28] combines two patches
from different images and assigns a new class label based
on the area of each patch. DANet [27] leverages divergent
activations with the hierarchy of classification labels.

There have been attempts to obtain localization maps in
different ways, pointing out the limitations of CAM-based
methods. Pan et al. [17] proposed a method to utilize high-
order point-wise correlation to generate localization maps.
Kim et al. [10] proposed a CALM that learns to predict the
location of the cue for recognition.

Several normalization methods have been proposed to
obtain the bounding boxes around predicted object locations
from a continuous localization map. Bae et al. [1] proposed
several methods to address the bias in GAP, including a
new normalization method, PaS, which restricts the maxi-
mum value of the activation map. IVR [9] is a normalization
method that restricts the minimum value of the activation
map.

Some works have adopted an auxiliary module for local-
ization besides classification. GC-Net [14] adopts a sepa-
rate detector for localization trained with a geometric con-
straint. FAM [16] generates a class-agnostic foreground map
through a memory mechanism. ORNet [26] adopts an ad-
ditional activation map generator and refines the activation
map in an online manner. PSOL [29], SLT-Net [6], and
SPOL [24] use two separate networks for classification and
localization.
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Figure 3. Overview of the proposed method. It consists of two strategies: feature direction alignment and consistency with attentive dropout.

Our method aims to address the gap between classifica-
tion and localization without adopting any auxiliary module.
The methods that adopt additional modules or even separate
models use more parameters and computational resources.
Therefore, we compare our method mainly with the WSOL
methods that use a single branch, for a fair comparison.

3. Finding the Gap with CAM Decomposition
Given an input image x and a typical image classifier

comprising convolutional layers and a GAP followed by an
FC layer, a CAM for target class c is computed as follows:

CAM(x) = wᵀ
cF (x). (1)

F (x) ∈ RH×W×D is the feature map before the GAP, and
wc ∈ RD is the weight of the FC layer connected to class
c, where H , W , and D are the height, width, and dimen-
sion, respectively. Eq. 1 implies that the value of CAM at
each spatial location is the dot product of two vectors, wc

and Fu(x), where u ∈ {1, ...,HW} is the index of spatial
location. It can be decomposed as follows:

CAMu(x) =wc · Fu(x)

=‖wc‖‖Fu(x)‖
wc · Fu(x)

‖wc‖‖Fu(x)‖︸ ︷︷ ︸
S(wc, Fu(x))

, (2)

where S(a,b) is the cosine similarity between the two vec-
tors, a and b. When generating a CAM, target class c is fixed
and ‖wc‖ is the same for every u. The CAM value at each
position can now be interpreted as the product of the norm of
the feature vector at the corresponding location and the simi-
larity between the feature vector and class-specific weight
vector. Let F ∈ RH×W and S ∈ RH×W be the norm map
and the similarity map, respectively, where Fu = ‖Fu‖ and
Su = S(wc, Fu(x)). Subsequently, CAM can be rewritten

as
CAM(x) = ‖wc‖ · F � S. (3)

To localize the target object accurately, both Fu and Su
should be large for u belonging to the object.

Likewise, the classification score can be interpreted with
the output of the GAP, f(x) = GAP(F (x)) ∈ RD.

logitc(x) =wc · f(x)
=‖wc‖ ‖f(x)‖S (wc, f(x)) .

(4)

Because ‖f(x)‖ is fixed for x, ‖wc‖ and S (wc, f(x)) de-
termine the logit score of each class c. The scale variation of
‖wc‖ across classes is not very large. Therefore, to classify
x correctly, S(wc, f(x)) must be large for the ground truth
class c. Here exists the gap between classification and local-
ization. The classifier is trained to increase S(wc, f(x)), not
S(wc, Fu(x)) for u belonging to an object region. Cosine
similarity is interpreted as the degree of alignment between
the directions of the two vectors, meaning that the input
feature vector at the object region and class-specific weight
vector are not ensured to be aligned with training only for
classification. This causes the model to fail to localize the
entire object in a CAM.

Fig. 2 shows some examples of norm map F , similarity
map S , and CAM from a vanilla model. The less discrimina-
tive but object-belonging regions also have noticeably high
activation in F , including wings and bodies of birds. How-
ever, those regions are not activated in the final CAMs, due
to the small values in S. Although F contains considerable
information for localization, its effect diminishes because
of the misalignment of the feature directions with the class-
specific weight.

In the next section, we propose a method to bridge the
gap between classification and localization by aligning fea-
ture directions: adjusting the cosine similarity between input
features and class-specific weights.
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4. Bridging the Gap through Alignment
We describe how to align feature directions in Sec. 4.1.

An additional strategy to enhance the effect of the feature
direction alignment, consistency with attentive dropout, is
introduced in Sec. 4.2. In Sec. 4.3, we describe the overall
training scheme. Fig. 3 shows the overview of our proposed
method.

4.1. Alignment of Feature Directions

To enhance the activation of the entire object region in
CAM, we want the cosine similarity between Fu and wc to
be high for u belonging to the target object and low for the
background region. Because high activation in F implies
that there is a cue for classification at the corresponding
location, we divide the region of the feature map into coarse
foreground regionRnorm

fg and background regionRnorm
bg based

on a normalized F .

Rnorm
fg = {u|F̂u > τfg},

Rnorm
bg = {u|F̂u < τbg},

where F̂ =
F −mini Fi

maxi Fi −mini Fi
.

(5)

τfg and τbg are constant thresholds that determine the fore-
ground and background regions, respectively. Note that τfg
and τbg are not the same; therefore, there is an unknown
region that is not included in either Rnorm

fg or Rnorm
bg . To in-

crease Su in Rnorm
fg and suppress it in Rnorm

bg , we define the
similarity loss as follows:

Lsim = − 1

|Rnorm
fg |

∑
u∈Rnorm

fg

Su +
1

|Rnorm
bg |

∑
u∈Rnorm

bg

Su. (6)

There still remains a possibility that some parts of the
object region have low activation in F̂ . In this case, Lsim
may not be sufficient for the alignment. Therefore, we intro-
duce an additional loss term to increase F̂ in every candidate
region belonging to the target object. Because a positive
Su indicates that u is making a positive contribution to in-
creasing the classification logit, the regions with positive
similarity can be treated as candidates for the object region.
Therefore, we force this area to be activated. We estimate
the object region,Rsim

fg , and background region,Rsim
bg , based

on Su as
Rsim

fg = {u|Su > 0},
Rsim

bg = {u|Su < 0}.
(7)

With each estimated region, we define the norm loss in a
manner similar to Eq. 6, as follows:

Lnorm = − 1

|Rsim
fg |

∑
u∈Rsim

fg

F̂u +
1

|Rsim
bg |

∑
u∈Rsim

bg

F̂u. (8)

Threshold 

avg avgmax
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Figure 4. Dropout mechanism of consistency with attentive dropout

For fine-grained classification, such as bird species clas-
sification, the object to be recognized is the same across
classes. In this case, we define the region with a non-positive
similarity with any class as Rsim

bg and the other as Rsim
fg . In

general, the regionsRsim
bg andRsim

fg are defined with a simi-
larity with a target class.

The two loss terms Lsim and Lnorm operate complemen-
tary. Through the minimization of Lsim, the value of S in the
region that is highly activated in F̂ increases. Through the
minimization of Lnorm, the value of F̂ in the region with high
similarity increases. After the joint minimization of Lsim and
Lnorm, the activated region in F̂ and that in S become similar.

4.2. Consistency with Attentive Dropout

We can expect the successful alignment by Lsim when
the estimation of Rnorm

fg and Rnorm
bg is accurate: F̂ is consis-

tently large over the entire object region and small over the
background region. Because the value of F at the most dis-
criminative region is significantly larger than that at the other
region, the value of the normalized map F̂ at the less dis-
criminative part but belonging to the object region becomes
small.

We introduce consistency with attentive dropout, a
method to distribute the activation to the target object re-
gion. We adopt L1 loss between the two feature maps F and
Fdrop: F is the feedforward result of an intermediate feature
map F ′, and Fdrop is the feedforward result of F ′drop obtained
by intentionally dropping large activations from F ′. Fig. 4
shows the overall process of obtaining F ′drop for consistency
with attentive dropout. In F ′, the activation at the spatial
location whose channel-wise averaged activation is larger
than γ is dropped with probability p. The stochastic dropout
prevents all information in the highly activated area from
being eliminated. The loss for consistency with attentive
dropout is as follows:

Ldrop = ‖F (x)− Fdrop(x)‖1. (9)

There have been several attempts that utilize a similar
erasing mechanism [4, 15, 30]. They train a classifier to pre-
serve the predicted labels before and after erasing highly
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activated features. In contrast, our method explicitly regu-
larizes a model to yield a similar feature map even after the
highly activated features are dropped. This decreases the de-
pendency on the dropped features, resulting in more evenly
distributed activation compared to the other methods.

4.3. Training Scheme

With cross-entropy loss for classification, LCE, the total
cost function is defined as follows:

Ltotal = LCE + λdropLdrop + λsimLsim + λnormLnorm, (10)

where λdrop, λsim, and λnorm are hyperparameters for bal-
ancing the losses. The feature direction alignment is better
applied after training the classifier to some extent to obtain a
suitable feature map for classification. Thus, for the first few
epochs (i.e., the warm stage), we train a model only with
LCE and Ldrop:

Lwarm = LCE + λdropLdrop. (11)

5. Experiments
5.1. Experimental Settings

Datasets. We evaluate our method on two popular bench-
marks: CUB-200-2011 [25] and ImageNet-1K [19]. In the
CUB-200-2011 dataset, there are 5,994 images for training
and 5,794 for testing from 200 bird species. In the ImageNet-
1K, there are approximately 1.3 million images in the train-
ing set and 50,000 in the validation set from 1,000 different
classes.
Evaluation Metrics. Following the work of Russakovsky et
al. [19], we use Top-1 localization accuracy (Top-1 Loc),
Top-5 localization accuracy (Top-5 Loc), and localization
accuracy with ground-truth class (GT Loc) as our evalu-
ation metrics. Top-k Loc is the proportion of the images
whose predicted bounding box has more than 50% inter-
section over union (IoU) with the ground-truth bounding
box and whose predicted top-k classes include the ground-
truth class. GT Loc is the localization accuracy with the
ground-truth class, which does not consider the classifica-
tion result. We also use MaxBoxAccV2 [3] to evaluate our
method. MaxBoxAccV2(δ) measures the localization accu-
racy with ground-truth class with multiple IoU thresholds
δ ∈ {0.3, 0.5, 0.7}.
Implementation Details. We evaluate our method using
VGG16 [20] and ResNet50 [7] as backbone networks. For
VGG16, we adopt the GAP layer following the training set-
tings of the previous work [33]. For ResNet50, we set the
stride of the third layer to 1. The attentive dropout is applied
before the last pooling layer in VGG16 and after the first
block in the fourth layer in ResNet50. We initialize the net-
works with the pretrained weights using ImageNet-1K [19].
We use a min-max normalization to draw the bounding box
from the generated CAM.

Method Top-1 Top-5 GT Loc
Additional Branch
SLT-Net [6] CVPR ’21 67.8 - 87.6
ORNet [26] ICCV ’21 67.74 80.77 86.19
FAM [16] ICCV ’21 69.26 - 89.26

Single Branch
CAM [33] CVPR ’16 44.15 52.16 56.00
ADL [4] CVPR ’19 52.36 - 75.41
DANet [27] ICCV ’19 52.52 61.96 67.70
EIL [15] CVPR ’20 56.21 - -
MEIL [15] CVPR ’20 57.46 - -
DGL [22] ACMMM ’20 56.07 68.50 74.63
Ki et al. [8] ACCV ’20 57.50 - -
Bae et al. [1] ECCV ’20 58.96 - 76.30
Pan et al. [17] CVPR ’21 60.27 72.45 77.29
Ours 70.83 88.07 93.17

Table 1. Comparison of localization performance on the CUB-200-
2011 test set, based on VGG16.

5.2. Comparison with State-of-the-art Methods

We compare our method to the recent WSOL meth-
ods. For other WSOL methods, we report the localization
performance of the original papers or that reproduced by
[1, 3, 9, 22]1. Our method consistently outperforms existing
WSOL methods using a single branch, across the datasets
and the backbones by a large margin.

Tab. 1 shows the localization performance on the CUB-
200-2011 [25] test set, using VGG16 as a backbone. Our
method achieves an 11.87%p improvement in Top-1 Loc
and a 16.87%p improvement in GT Loc over the work of
Bae et al. [1], which is the state-of-the-art method among the
CAM-based methods. Furthermore, our method outperforms
the methods adopting an additional branch for localization.
Our method improves Top-1 Loc by 1.57%p and GT-Loc by
3.91%p improvement in GT Loc compared to FAM [16].

Tab. 2 shows the results using ResNet50 as a backbone.
It shows that our method consistently outperforms the exist-
ing methods by a large margin (>13%p), using a different
backbone. Tab. 3 shows the localization performance on
the ImageNet-1K [19] validation set, based on VGG16 and
ResNet50. Our method achieves the state-of-the-art perfor-
mance in the ImageNet-1K dataset regardless of the back-
bone, and only Top-1 Loc with ResNet50 is the second best
after I2C with a marginal difference.

Additionally, we compare our MaxBoxAccV2 [3] scores
with other state-of-the-art methods on the CUB-200-2011
and ImageNet-1K in Tab. 4. It shows that our method outper-
forms the most recent methods by a large margin for all IoU
thresholds with various backbones and datasets. Especially,
our method improves the score with IoU threshold of 0.7,

1https://github.com/clovaai/wsolevaluation
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Figure 5. Comparison of localization results from the vanilla method and our method on CUB-200-2011 and ImageNet-1K datasets, using
VGG16 as a backbone. Blue boxes denote the ground truth bounding boxes and green boxes denote the predicted bounding boxes.

Method Top-1 Top-5 GT Loc
CAM [33] CVPR ’16 46.91 53.57 -
ADL [4] CVPR ’19 57.40 - 71.99
CutMix [28] ICCV ’19 54.81 - -
DGL [22] ACMMM ’20 60.82 70.50 74.65
Ki et al. [8] ACCV ’20 56.10 - -
Bae et al. [1] ECCV ’20 59.53 - 77.58
Ours 73.16 86.68 91.60

Table 2. Comparison of localization performance on the CUB-200-
2011 test set, based on ResNet50.

which is strict accuracy, by 21.0%p and 17.4%p with VGG16
and ResNet50 on the CUB-200-2011 dataset, respectively,
compared with the work of Ki et al. [8].

Fig. 5 shows some examples of localization results from
the vanilla method [33] and from our method on the CUB-
200-2011 and ImageNet-1K datasets. It shows that the model
trained with our method captures the target object region
more accurately than the vanilla model. On the CUB-200-
2011 dataset, while the vanilla model fails to identify the
tails, legs, and wings of birds, the classifier trained with our
method successfully identifies them.

5.3. Discussion

Feature Direction Alignment. Through the feature direc-
tion alignment, we force S and F̂ to be high in the object
region and to be low in the background region. As Fig. 6
shows, the classifier trained with our method yields S that
has a high value in the object region and low value in the
background region, different from the vanilla model. It also
generates F̂ that has higher activation in less discriminative

Method Top-1 Top-5 GT Loc
Backbone: VGG16
CAM [33] CVPR ’16 42.80 54.86 -
ACoL [30] CVPR ’18 45.83 59.43 62.96
ADL [4] CVPR ’19 44.92 - -
CutMix [28] ICCV ’19 43.45 - -
I2C [32] ECCV ’20 47.41 58.51 63.90
EIL [15] CVPR ’20 46.27 - -
MEIL [15] CVPR ’20 46.81 - -
Ki et al. [8] ACCV ’20 47.20 - -
DGL [22] ACMMM ’20 47.66 58.89 64.78
Bae et al. [1] ECCV ’20 44.62 - 60.73
Pan et al. [17] CVPR ’21 49.56 61.32 65.05
Ours 49.94 63.25 68.92

Backbone: ResNet50
ADL [4] CVPR ’19 48.23 - 61.04
CutMix [28] ICCV ’19 47.25 - -
Ki et al. [8] ACCV ’20 48.40 - -
Bae et al. [1] ECCV ’20 49.42 - 62.20
I2C [32] ECCV ’20 54.83 64.60 68.50
DGL [22] ACMMM ’20 53.41 62.69 69.34
Ours 53.76 65.75 69.89

Table 3. Comparison of localization performance on the ImageNet-
1K validation set. The best performance is bold and the second best
performance is underlined.

parts than the vanilla model does. This makes CAM suc-
cessfully identify the entire object region. As mentioned in
Sec. 4.1, the feature direction alignment makes F̂ and S sim-
ilar, resulting that CAM becomes also similar with them. We
generate a localization map with F and S and evaluate the
localization performance for each case. We use a min-max
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Method

CUB-200-2011 ImageNet-1K
VGG16 ResNet50 VGG16 ResNet50
δ Mean δ Mean δ Mean δ Mean0.3 0.5 0.7 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.3 0.5 0.7

CAM [33] 96.8 73.1 21.2 63.7 95.7 73.3 19.9 63.0 81.0 62.0 37.1 60.0 83.7 65.7 41.6 63.7
HaS [21] 92.1 69.9 29.1 63.7 93.1 72.2 28.6 64.6 80.7 62.1 38.9 60.6 83.7 65.2 41.3 63.4
SPG [31] 90.5 61.0 17.4 56.3 92.2 68.2 20.8 60.4 81.4 62.0 36.3 59.9 83.9 65.4 40.6 63.3
ADL [4] 97.7 78.1 23.0 66.3 91.8 64.8 18.4 58.3 80.8 60.9 37.8 59.9 83.6 65.6 41.8 63.7
CutMix [28] 91.1 67.3 28.6 62.3 94.3 71.5 22.5 62.8 80.3 61.0 37.1 59.5 83.7 65.2 41.0 63.3
Ki et al. [8] 96.2 77.2 26.8 66.7 96.2 72.8 20.6 63.2 81.5 63.2 39.4 61.3 84.3 67.6 43.6 65.2
HaS + PaS [1] - - - 61.2 - - - 61.9 - - - 62.1 - - - 64.6
CALM [10] - - - 64.8 - - - 71.0 - - - 62.8 - - - 63.4
ADL + IVR [9] - - - 71.5 - - - 67.1 - - - 63.7 - - - 65.1
Ours 99.3 93.2 47.8 80.1 99.4 90.4 38.0 75.9 84.8 69.2 45.9 66.6 86.7 71.1 48.3 68.7

Table 4. Comparison of MaxBoxAccV2 scores on the CUB-200-2011 and ImageNet-1K datasets using various backbones.
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Figure 6. Comparisons of CAM, F , and S between the vanilla
method and our method on the CUB-200-2011 and ImageNet-1K
datasets, using VGG16 as a backbone.

normalization when drawing bounding boxes from F . Since
negative values in S denote the background region, we apply
a max-normalization on S . Tab. 5 shows that the localization
results with F and S also achieve similar localization per-
formance with CAM. This proves the coincidence between
CAM, F , and S with our method.

Fig. 7(a) shows the distribution of Su inside the ground
truth bounding boxes from the vanilla method and our
method. Note that the bounding boxes include not only the
target object but also the background region. As the training
progresses with our method, the similarity gradually splits
into negative and large positive values. This shows that our
method effectively increases the similarity for the foreground
region and decreases it for the background region. In contrast,
for the vanilla method, the similarity is clustered in small

Localization map Top-1 Top-5 GT Loc
CAM 70.83 88.07 93.17
F 69.90 86.68 91.96
S 70.38 87.64 93.13

Table 5. Localization performance with various localization maps
on the CUB-200-2011 test set, based on VGG16.

(b)(a)
Figure 7. (a) Comparison of density histogram on Su with the
vanilla method and our method. (b) Comparison of density his-
togram on F̂u with the vanilla method, EIL, and consistency with
attentive dropout. The analyzes are performed on the CUB-200-
2011 test set using VGG16 as a backbone.

positive values, making no distinction between the two.
Consistency with Attentive Dropout. Fig. 7(b) compares
the effect of our consistency with attentive dropout on the
distributions of F̂u with the vanilla method and EIL [15],
the state-of-the-art erasing WSOL method. Here, the feature
direction alignment with Lsim and Lnorm is not applied. With
the vanilla training, most of F̂u are very low. With EIL, over-
all F̂u increase compared with the vanilla method, implying
that less discriminative parts become to be highly activated.
With consistency with attentive dropout, the distribution of
F̂u shifts even more to the right. This indirectly shows that
our proposed method, consistency with attentive dropout,
distributes the activation more over the target object region
than the other methods. This results that the consistency
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Method Top-1 Top-5 GT Loc
Align. 62.27 77.48 81.93
EIL [15] + Align. 66.10 82.21 86.78
Attentive Dropout + Align. 70.83 88.07 93.17

Table 6. Comparison of localization performance on the CUB-200-
2011 dataset, based on VGG16. Align. denotes the feature direction
alignment.

Ldrop Lsim Lnorm Top-1 Top-5 GT Loc
7 7 7 46.95 57.23 60.74
3 7 7 54.35 70.37 75.06
7 3 7 56.66 71.38 76.10
7 3 3 62.27 77.48 81.93
3 3 7 63.00 79.93 85.35
3 3 3 70.83 88.07 93.17

Table 7. Ablations studies on the CUB-200-2011 test set, based on
VGG16.

with attentive dropout achieves higher performance than EIL
when used along with feature direction alignment, as shown
in Tab. 6. We provide a more detailed analysis in appendix.

5.4. Ablation Study

We perform a series of ablation studies on the CUB-200-
2011 dataset using VGG16 as the backbone.
Effect of Each Component. Tab. 7 shows the localization
performance of the classifier trained with and without each
loss term. Compared to the performance without the pro-
posed loss terms, Ldrop improves the Top-1 Loc by 7.4%p
and GT Loc by 14.32%p. The feature direction alignment
using only Lsim improves the Top-1 Loc by 9.71%p and
GT Loc by 15.36%p, which shows the largest improvement
among the components. Adopting Lnorm improves all metrics
more than 5%p. The feature direction alignment using both
Lsim and Lnorm achieves 62.27% of Top-1 Loc and 81.93%
of GT Loc, which is higher than the performance reported
by Pan et al. [17]. Adoption of all components shows the
best performance in all metrics.
Sensitivity to Hyperparameters. We analyze the effect of
the balancing factors in the loss and the hyperparameters of
each loss.

For the balancing factors in loss, we find the best local-
ization performance at 0.5 for λsim, 0.15 for λnorm, and 3
for λdrop, respectively. As shown in Fig. 8(a), the localiza-
tion performance is most sensitively affected by λsim. λnorm
insignificantly changes the performance. The performance
tends to decrease when the constraint with λdrop becomes
too strong as 4.

For the hyperparameters of the feature direction align-
ment, we set τfg and τbg for Lsim to 0.6 and 0.1, respectively.
They determine the coarse foreground and background re-
gions. Fig. 8(b) shows that varying those thresholds has little

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. Effect of (a) balancing factors for loss and (b) various
hyperparameters.

effect on the performance. The hyperparameters γ and p de-
termine the drop of the activation in the intermediate feature
map. γ and p for Ldrop are set to 0.8 and 0.5, respectively.
When γ is moderately large between 0.7 and 0.9, there is no
significant change in the performance, but when γ is too low,
i.e., 0.6, the performance decreases. From the results with
various p, we observe that stochastic dropout produces little
change of GT Loc regardless of the drop probability, but
deterministic dropout with a probability of 1.0 yields a sig-
nificant drop in the localization performance. This indicates
that less but sufficient discriminative information should be
maintained for a good localization performance.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we find the gap between classification and

localization by decomposing CAM from a new perspective.
We claim that the misalignment between the feature vector
at each location and class-specific weight causes CAM to
be activated only in a small discriminative region. To bridge
this gap, we propose a method of aligning feature directions
with class-specific weights. We also introduce a strategy to
enhance the effect of feature direction alignment. Extensive
experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
method, which outperforms existing WSOL methods by a
large margin.
Limitation. There are several hyperparameters to decide in
our method. To alleviate the search burden, we discuss a
rationale for hyperparameter selection.
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